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The water is a very critical natural resource. Without it, human could not still on life. Dams have
people to collect and store water when it is Available and then use it during dry periods. Dams have been
also help
essential in establishing towns and villages as well as providing food by inigation of cropland,

control flood waters to protect people and property, keep rivers navigable, provide electricity from
to improve
renewable energy for towns. Therefore, more dams are needed now and into the expected future
sociothe management of existing surface water resources. The availability of energy is essential for the
without
economic development of a nation. It is clear that we should look for ways to generate electricity
energy source.
releasing hamful substances in the air. In many countries hydropower is the only natural
total energy
Hydropower accounts for about 20 percent of elecricity production and about 7 percent of
production in the world. Hydropower is one of the key sources for providing ctean energy for expanding
on the
development and the production from existing projects can be increased without a harrrful impact
project .Today we
environment. Engineers must avoid or mitigate any environmental damage caused by the
pollution.
recognize the importance of the natural environment and the need for long-term protection against

The International Commission on Large Dams, comprised of professional engineers and scientists,
providing dams and
believes that we must preserve the environment for long-term benefits while also
guided by
reservoirs to meet immediate human needs...Today's water resources professionals are
of whom are
environmental policy as well as engineering and safety concerns. Planners and engineers, many
their main
members of the tnternational Commission on Lmge Darns, put the environment protection among
and
duty. Teams of engineers and specialists from many disciplines - planning, engineering, environmental
(
social science consider the following when developing modem water projects dependent on International
Commission on Large Dams-ICOLD'):-
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environmental cases , both natural conditions or social aspects, is foremost from in the
planning stage.
Dams and reservoir projects demand systems planning which include the impact on an entire
river basin and its ecosYstems.
Many countries now require the formal identification of environmental impacts during the
conceptual Phase ofa Project.
Rigorous economic analyses of the benefits and costs of large projects provide critical
information to decision-makers.
With careful planning and implementation, the peopte required to be resettled because of the
reservoir project, can and must, benefit first

public consultation and input to obtain a consensus is necessary for the most effective project
planning, implementation and operation.
Monitoi"g of *,r environmental impacts of existing projects provides a better understanding of the
true impacts rather than projected impacts'
provide important
Research on the ecologicaiaspects of ttre many existing dams and reservoirs can
lessons for future Projects.

planner
Finaily ICOLD, through discussions and information, encourages and assists engineers and
process, to
for dams today to put environmental consciousness into the planning and construction
impacts.
conduct environmental impact assessments and to implement measures to mitigate those
and that point to the very important role for dams in water resources management.

